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Conditions are given for Banach algebras X and commutative Banach algebras 
b which insure that every homomorphism Y from ‘u into 8 is continuous. 
Similar results are obtained for derivations which either map the algebra % into 
itself or map the algebra into a suitable ‘U-module. 
I 
The automatic continuity problem for Banach algebras is usually formulated 
in terms of two classes of mappings. First, if v is a homomorphism from a 
Banach algebra 2I into a Banach algebra 23, then what conditions on 2I and/or 23 
will insure that v is continuous ? The first result of this nature is the theorem of 
Silov [18] to the effect that if 23 is a commutative semi simple Banach algebra, 
then any homomorphism from a Banach algebra 2I into 23 must necessarily be 
continuous. 
Secondly, if 92 is a Banach space which is a two sided % module, for which the 
module operations are continuous, i.e. II am IL II ma II d h II a II II m II a E aI, 
m E m, and D is a derivation from ‘QI into %N, then under what conditions on 2I 
and/or 93 will D be continuous ? By a derivation we mean a linear mapping from 
2I into !lJI satisfying D(ab) = a(Db) + (Da)b. When the module operations are 
continuous from rU x Y.l2 + YJ& we call !JJI a Banach %-module. 
Allan Sinclair in [17 was the first to point out that for commutative Banach 
algebras the non-maximal prime ideals played a role in these problems. In this 
paper Sinclair proved that if there exists a discontinuous homomorphism from 
2I = C(Q), the Banach algebra of all complex continuous functions on the 
compact space IR, into a Banach algebra 23, then there exists one having a non- 
maximal prime ideal of ‘$I as kernel. These results for homomorphisms have been 
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extended by Johnson in [12]. The role of prime ideals in automatic continuity 
questions for derivations has been explored by Jewel1 [lo] and Cusack [S].l 
In this paper in order to treat homomorphisms and dervations simultaneously 
we introduce a class 3 of operators from a Banach algebra ‘?I to a left %-module 
9X. The module )TJz is assumed to be Banach space and the module action is 
implemented by a possibly discontinuous homomorphism p with kernel K from 
\zI into the algebra of bounded operators on ‘$I. The algebra ‘$I generally will be 
assumed to have an identity. However, we do not assume the module m to be 
unital. Furthermore, we assume 2I/K is commutative. The precise definition 
of the class 5 of “generalized intertwining operators” is given in Section 2. 
If S is any linear operator from 9I to the left %-module %I& then 
G(S) = {m E ‘$JL 3(x,} C ‘u, X, + 0, and Sx, + m}, 
called the separating space for the operator S, measures the discontinuity of S. 
By the closed graph theorem G(S) = 0 if and only if S is continuous. When 
the operator S is understood, we abbreviate G(S) by 6. For operators of class 
3, the separating space 6 is a submodule of ‘9J& and 
I = I(S) = {a E ‘II: p(a) G(S) = 0} 
is an ideal of CLI called the continuity ideal for the operator S. By ideal we will 
always mean two-sided ideal. If SE 3 and a, E ‘u, then S, = p(a,,)S E 3. The 
role of prime ideals is established in theorem 2.7 where it is shown that if there 
exists a discontinuous operator S of class 3, then there exists a, E % such that 
S,, = p(a,)S is discontinuous and the associated continuity ideal I,, has the 
property that ‘%/1, is commutative and has no zero divisors. If ‘9I is commutative, 
then this just means that the ideal I,, is prime. Rather than coin a special word 
to describe this property for 1, in the noncommutative case, we will just say that 
a/1, is an integral domain. 
The machinery for establishing the continuity of operators of class 3 is given 
in Section 2. In Section 3 we give applications to the continuity problem for 
a homomorphism from a separable Banach algebra 2X into a commutative Banach 
algebra 8. The principal result is the following. 
THEOREM A. Let 2l be a separable Banuch algebra with identity and let 23 
be a commutative Banach algebra with nonzero radical R. If finhI Rn = 0, then 
each homomorphism v from 2l into 8 will be continuous if 
(i) the codimension of Ma < 03 for each maximal ideal M of 2I of codimen- 
sion one,2 and 
1 Assuming the continuum hypothesis, discontinuous homomorphisms for C(Q) have 
recently been constructed, independently, by H. G. Dales and J. Esterle. 
2 For an algebra A, A” denotes the linear span of all products in A of length n. 
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(ii) there exist no closed ideals I in ‘% of infinite codimension such that ‘!&/I 
is an integral domain. 
If the dimension of R is$nite and b has a unit then each homomorphism from % 
into 23 will be continuous if and only if condition (ii) is satisfied. 
If ‘3 is inseparable, then the maximal ideals M must be further restricted to 
obtain similar conclusions. In this connection Dales and McClure have shown 
in [9] that if 2l is commutative and for each maximal M of %!I and integer K = 
2, 3,..., Mk is closed with finite codimension, then any homomorphism v from ‘Ql 
into a Banach algebra 8 with finite dimensional radical is continuous provided 
there exists a closed subalgebra of B complementing the radical. 
The applications to derivations are given in Section 4. The first is a theorem 
of Jewel1 [lo] that if 21 is separable and commutative with identity and (i) and 
(ii) are satisfied then every derivation into a two-sided unital Banach ‘%-module 
11)2 is bounded. If $3 is a Banach algebra, then all operators from 2I to (332 which 
satisfy an appropriate Leibnitz rule are bounded as well. These results in turn 
can be used to show the boundedness of a homomorphism v from ‘3 to B(X), 
X a separable Banach space provided there exists a Schauder basis for X such 
that v(a) has a representation as an infinite triangular matrix. 
Further applications concern derivations from ‘$1 into Cu when ‘3 is not 
semisimple. Specifically if 2l is separable and commutative with identity and 
the dimension of the nonzero radical R is finite, then each derivation in 9l is 
bounded if and only if condition (i) holds. Section 4 concludes with a continuity 
theorem for mappings of class 3 when the algebra ‘8 is commutative and semi- 
simple and the module 1uz is a subspace of C(@& where @a is the compact space 
of maximal ideals of ‘K 
2 
Let rU be a Banach algebra with unit and let ‘2R be a left ‘%-module. We shall 
regard the module action as implemented by a homomorphism p from ‘?I to the 
algebra B(m) of bounded operators on 93. In this section the homomorphis p 
is not assumed to be continuous. 11 p(a)11 will denote the operator norm. We shall 
further assume that the module is commutative that is, for each a, b E ‘% and 
rne%T 
p(ab)m = p(ba)m. 
K will denote the kernel of p. The ideal K is not necessarily closed in ‘%, but 
5&/K is commutative. 
To study both algebra homomorphisms and derivations from ‘21 we introduce 
the following class 3 of generalized intertwining operators. 
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DEFINITION. A linear operator S: ‘8 + %R is said to be of class 5 if for all 
a, b E 91 
(9 Scab) = p(a) S(b) + L(a, b) 
where L(a, b) is a bilinear operator from ‘% x 2I to 9J which we assume to be 
bounded in b for each fixed a. Furthermore, for each a, b E 91 
(ii) S(ub) = S(bu) 
Our two principal examples of operators of class 3 are (1) homomorphisms 
and (2) derivations. 
(1) If v is a homomorphism of Cu into the commutative Banach algebra ‘$3 
and we assume % = v(%), then define p: ‘91 --f B(%) by p(u)b = v(u)b. Since p(l) 
is an identity for !B, the operator bound I/ p(u)11 = I/ ~(a)11 where V(U) E %. Since 
v(ab) = V(U) v(b) = p(u) v(b), v is an operator of class 3. 
(2) If ‘II is a commutative Banach algebra with unit, 91 a two sided Banach 
‘9l module, that is for a E 2l, m E 1)32, jl am I/, 11 mu 11 < k I/ a (I /I m /I, and D is a 
derivation of 41 into ‘9.R, then D is an operator of class Zk3 The homomorphism p 
corresponds to the left module action. The bilinear operator L(u, b) = D(u)b is 
bounded in b for each fixed a since 
IIW, 4 = IIWb II G k II Da II II b II. 
To study the possible discontinuity of the operator S of class 3 we introduce 
the separating space for S, 
6(S) se S = {m E %k there exists {a,} C ‘u, a, -+ 0 and S(a,) + m>. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If S E 3, then 6 is a closed submodule of !lX. 
Proof. The separating subspace for a linear operator is always closed 
[16, Lemma 1.21. To verify that 6 is a submodule of mm, let (a,} C CLI. a, + 0 
and S(u,) --f m. If a E ‘LI, then au, -+ 0, and S(uu,) = p(u) S(u,) + L(u, a,). 
Note p(u) S(a,) -j p(a)m, since p(u) G B(m), and L(u, a,) + 0 by assumption. 
Therefore S(aa,) -+ p(a)m and p(a)m E 6. 
By the closed graph theorem S is continuous if and only if 6 = (0). Further- 
more if R is a bounded linear operator from m to a Banach space X, then 
G(RS) = RG(S)- 
and RS is bounded if and only if RG(S) = 0. For proofs of these facts see [16, 
Sect. 1, in particular Lemma 1.31. 
3 Even though ‘u is commutative the module actions am and ma are not assumed to 
be the same. 
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DEFINITION. For S E 3, define 
I = I(S) = {a E au: p(a)G = O} 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If S E 3, then I is an ideal in 2l containing K. The ideal I is 
closed if p is bounded from !X to B(m). Furhtermore I = {a E 5X: b -+ S(ab) is 
bounded} = {a E %: b -+ p(a) S(b) is bounded}. 
Proof. The verification of the first statement is immediate. The remark 
preceding 2.2 implies that p(a)S is bounded if and only if p(a)G = 0. Since 
L(a, 6) is always bounded in b for fixed a, S(ab) is bounded in b if and only if 
p(a) S(b) is, and we are done. 
The ideal I is called the continuity ideal for the operator S. The first problem 
with the ideal I is that it may not be closed, and even if it is closed, S may not be 
bounded when restricted to I. However, if I is closed, then S(d) is bounded as 
a bilinear operator on I x I. 
LEMMA 2.3. If S E 3 and the associated continuity ideal I is closed, then there 
exists a constant M, such that for each a, b E I 
II S(4l < MII a II II b II 
Proof. If a E I, then by Proposition 2.2 there exists a constant Mu such that 
II SWII < Ma It b II, bE‘+Zl. 
If in addition 6 E I, then since S(ab) = S(ba), there exists a constant Mb such 
that 
/I SWII G MO II a IL aEI. 
If I is closed, then a standard application of the uniform boundedness principle 
asserts the existence of a constant M satisfying 
II S@)lI < YJI II a II II b II, a,bEI, 
as required. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let S E 3 and assume ‘% is separable. Then S is bounded on I2 if 
both I and I2 are closed. 
Proof. Loy [14, Theorem 1.21 has observed that under the above hypotheses, 
there exists a constant K such that for x E I2 
Inf i //aiIIjjbiII: t a,b, = 
I 
z;at,b,EI < Kjjzjl 
i=l i=l I 
By 2.3 if z = & sib, , ai , bi ~1, then I/ S(z)jl < MC:=, 1) ai /I jl b, /j if I is 
closed. Therefore jl S(z)]] < MK Ij z I/. 
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If ‘$1 is not assumed to be separable, then the techniques of [14] do not apply. 
However, the assertion of 2.4 can be proved under additional restrictions on the 
ideal I. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let S E 3 and assume that the continuity ideal I is closed. Then 
I2 is closed and S is bounded on I2 (and also on I) if 
(a) I has a bounded (left o+ right) approximate identity or 
(b) I2 is jinitely generated in I and has finite codimension i I. 
Proof. If I has a bounded approximate identity then by the Cohen factoriza- 
tion theorem, I2 = 1, and furthermore if {zn) E I and z, -+ 0, then z, = ab,; 
a, b, E I and b, -+ 0. The boundedness of S on I2 = I now follows by 2.3 and 
the closed graph theorem. 
If I2 = Cy=, ail, ai E I, and if there exists a finite dimensional subspace E of I 
such that I = I2 @ E, then an easy application of the open mapping theorem 
yields that I2 is closed. (See [16, Lemma 3.31. The proof is the obvious extension 
of the case n = 1.) Again by the open mapping theorem, if u E I2 we may choose 
ui E I satisfying I/ ui 11 < K (1 u 11 and u = Cy=, aiui . By 2.3 
I/ W4l < MK II u II f II ai Il. 
i=l 
Since I2 has finite co-dimension in I, S is bounded on I as well. 
For the study of discontinuous linear operators, the following stability 
lemma of Johnson and Sinclair is fundamental. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let X and Y be Banach spaces, S a linear transformation from X 
to Y with separatiq space 6. Let {T,}, {Rn} be sequences of bounded operators in X 
and Y respectively. Then G(ST, ..* T,,,) L G(ST, ... T,) for each integer n. 
Furthermore there exists an integer N such that for all n > N 
G(ST, ... T,) = G(ST, ... TN). 
If for each n, ST, - R,S is a bounded operator from X to Y, then 
(4 .-. R,G)- = (R, -1. R,G)-, n > N. 
Proof. That G(ST, ... T,,,) g G(ST, ... T,) is clear. For a direct proof 
that for some integer N 
G(ST, ... T,) = G(ST, ... TN) 
for n > N which is independent of the boundedness of ST, - R,S, we refer 
the reader to [13, Proposition 2.11. If K, = ST, - R,S and we set A, = 
ST, ‘.. T,, - R1 ..* R,S, then 
A, = R1 -0. R,,Kn + A,,T,, , n > 2. 
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Hence it follows by induction that the operator A, are bounded if the operators 
K, are bounded. Therefore 
G(ST, ‘.. Tn) = W, ... R&s) = (R, *.. R,G)- 
which completes the proof. 
We shall apply this result to the operators S E 3 which satisfy the condition 
of Lemma 2.6 if we take T, to be left multiplication by a, in 2I and R, to be 
module multiplication by ~(a,) in m. 
Note that if S E 3 and a,, E 2I, then S, = p(a,)S E 3. For 
Clearly &,(a, b) = p(uO)L(a, b) is bilinear and bounded in b for each fixed a 
since this is assumed for L. Furthermore S,(ub) = S,,(bu). 
The following “Prime Ideal Theorem” is the principal technical result of 
this section. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let SE 3 and assume S to be discontinuous with separating 
space 6 and continuity ideal I. Then there exists a discontinuous S, E 3 with 
separating 6, and continuity ideal I,, satisfying 
(i) S, = p(u,)Sfor some a, E 2X. 
(ii) For each a E ‘9l either p(u) G,- = 6, or p(a) 6, = 0. 
(iii) I, 3 I and 2I/I, is commutative and is an integral domain. 
Proof. If for each a E 2X, either p(u)G- = 6 or p(u)G = 0, take S, = ~(1)s. 
Then Go = p(l)6 = 6 # 0. If not, there exists a, E 2l such that G 2 p(q)G- # 0. 
If for each a E 2l either p(u,u)G- = p(u) p(uJG;- = p(uJG;- or p(u) p(q)6 = 0, 
set S, = p(u,)S. Then 6, = p(ur)G;- # 0. If we continue inductively and apply 
Lemma 2.6, we claim there exists a finite sequence a, ,..., uN E 2l such that 
6 2 p(uJ G- 3 ... 3 p(a, *** UN) G- # 0, 
and for each a E 2l either 
p(u, ... UN) p(u) G- = p(u, ... UN) G- 
or 
PC% ... UN) p(u)6 = 0. 
Ifwesetu,=u,... uN and S, = p(u,)S then i and ii are clearly satisfied. Since 
6, = p(u,,)G- & 6, it follows that I,, 3 I and 2l/I, is commutative. Lastly if 
ubEI,,andb$I,,then 
0 = ,44 G,- = d4Wo) dW- = ~Wb(4~1- 
or ~~1,. Consequently 2I/I,, is an integral domain, and we are done. 
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THEOREM 2.8. Let ‘8 be separable and assume that co(M2) < CO for each 
maximal ideal M of codimension one. If S is a discontinuous operator of class 2 
with separating space 6 and continuity ideal I then 
(i) I is not a maximal ideal of codimension one, and 
(ii) dim G = 00. 
Proof. To prove (i) we apply a recent result of Christensen [7] which asserts 
that for a separable Banach algebra 6, if co(K2) < cc then necessarily a2 is 
closed. Hence if I is a maximal ideal of codimension one, then by 2.4, S is 
bounded on I2 and since co(1”) < 00, S is bounded on ‘5 This is a contradiction. 
For (ii) if we restrict the module action in 9.X to the submodule 6, then the 
kernel of the resulting homomorphism from 2I into B(6) is {a: p(a)G = 0} 
which is the continuity ideal 1. Since I contains the kernel K of p, %!I/1 is com- 
mutative and if dim 6 < co, then dim(%/l) < co. By 2.7 there exists a, E % 
such that S, = p(a,,)S is discontinuous with continuity ideal I,, 1 I for which 
‘$l/&, is an integral domain. Since co(l) < co, dim %rj&, < co. However, a 
finite dimensional integral domain over @ must be one dimensional. 
If the separability assumption on 2I is dropped, then the above conclusion 
holds but under more restrictive conditions on the maximal ideals M of co- 
dimension one. Since the proof will involve an appeal to Lemma 2.5 rather than 
2.4 we must assume that for each maximal ideal M of codimension one either M 
has bounded approximate identity or co(M2) < cc and ll!P is finitely generated 
in M. 
3 
We now exploit the results of Section 2 to study the continuity of an algebra 
homomorphism v from ‘$I into a commutative Banach algebra 23. We will always 
assume that 23 = ~(a). The algebra 8 is a unital %-module under left multiplica- 
tion by v(a). We define p: 2I --f B(B) by p(a)b = v(a)b. As we have observed, 
the operator norm I] p(a)11 = 11 v(a)11 and v is an operator of class 3. 
For separable Banach algebras 2I, Theorem 2.8 yields an extension of the 
theorem of Silov [18] on the continuity of homomorphisms into semisimple 
commutative Banach algebras. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let ‘% be a separable Banach algebra with unit and let 23 be a 
commutative Banach algebra with unit having a nontrivial finite dimensional 
radical R. A necessary and suIjicient condition for each homomorphism v: CLI + B 
to be continuous is that co(M2) < co f or each maximal ideal M of % having 
codimension one. 
Proof. Let v be a discontinuous homomorphism of 21 into 23, and let u be 
the natural homomorphism of 8 onto 23/R. Since %3/R is semisimple, G(u) C R 
sw2911-7 
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by the remark following 2.1. Therefore dim G(V) < co; and by 2.8 the mapping v 
must be continuous which is a contradiction. Conversely if co(M2) = co for 
some maximal ideal M of codimension one, let y be the homomorphism of % 
onto @ with kernel M. By a standard Hamel basis argument there exists a 
discontinuous linear functional 6 on 2I satisfying S(M2) = 6(l) = 0. Therefore, 
for each (1, b E 2l, 8(ab) = ~(a) 6(b) + 8(a) y(b). Since R # 0 and dim R < 00, 
there exist Y E R, r # 0, and y2 = 0. If we set V(U) = v(a)1 + 6(a)r, then v is 
the desired discontinuous homomorphism from ‘$I into ?B. 
If the assumption that ‘5X has an identity is dropped but we assume that 
co(212) < 00, then the condition that co(M2) < 00 for each maximal modular 
ideal M of codimension one is sufficient to guarantee the continuity of a homo- 
morphism from 2I into 5I3 and it is necessary if the ideals M2 are all modular. 
For the sufficiency let 211, be the algebra obtained from ‘8 by adjoining a unit. 
Then any discontinuous homomorphism from r2l to a commutative Banach 
algebra with unit and a finite dimensional radical may be lifted to one from & . 
However each maximal ideal M of ‘5X has codimension one in the associated 
maximal ideal Ma of ‘5X6 . Hence co(M2) < co implies co(Me2) < co and the 
result follows from 3.1. Conversely if co(M2) = 03 for some maximal modular 
ideal M of codimension one, and M2 is modular, let u be the modular unit 
for M2. If y is the multiplicative linear functional with kernel M, then v(u) = 1 
and u is a modular unit for M. If 6 is a discontinuous linear functional such that 
S(u) = 6(M2) = 0, set ~(a) = v(a)1 + 6( a Y w ) h ere r2 = 0. The same calculation 
as in the case when 2I has an identity yields that v is a discontinuous homo- 
morphism from 2I into ?B. 
Next we give conditions which insure that the separating space of a discon- 
tinuous homomorphism cannot be nilpotent. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 21 satisfy the hypotheses of 2.8 and in addition assume 
that ‘8 has no closed ideals of in$nite codimension such that %/I is an integral 
domain. Let v be a discontinuous homomorphism of 2I into a commutative Banach 
algebra 8. Then G(v)2 = G(V). Inpurticulur G( v cannot be nilpotent. Furthermore ) 
there exists a discontinuous homomorphism p of % into a commutative Banuch 
algebra 23 such that if I0 is the kernel of TV then ‘%/I, is un integral domain. 
Proof. Note first that if 6” = 0, then @ # 6, for otherwise 
Proceeding inductively we have @ = 6 for all n and consequently if 6 # 0, 
G cannot be nilpotent. On the other hand if G = G(Y) satisfies @ # 6, then 
there exists a discontinuous homomorphism fi of 2I into a commutative Banach 
algebra with separating subspace (% satisfying e2 = 0. To see this let o be the 
natural homomorphism of 23 ---f !5/@, and set V = (TV. Then e2 = 
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G(w) = u(G)- # 0. Th ere f ore v is discontinuous, and & g u(G)2 = ~((9) = 0 
as required. 
Therefore without loss of generality we assume 6 = S(V) satisfies G2 = 0. 
By Theorem 2.7 there exists a, E 2l such that S, = ~(a& is discontinuous and 
such that I,, = {a: v(a,a)G = 0} is the continuity ideal for S,, , then ‘%/La is 
an integral domain. We assert I, is closed. To see this setL = {b E 23: 6~(a,)G = O}. 
Since G2 = 0 and B is commutative, L 3 6. Therefore the map Cu +” 23 -+ ‘B/L 
is continuous with closed kernel I,, = v-l(L). By our assumption on 21, the ideal 
I,, must now be maximal and of codimension one. This contradicts Theorem 
2.8(i). 
Lastly if @ = 6, thenL 3 G. For ifL 3 G, then ~(a,) G2 = 0. Consequently, 
since @ = 6, ~(a,)6 = 0 which contradicts the choice of a,. Therefore the 
homomorphism p: ti +” 6 -+23/L is discontinuous. By construction Ia = ker p 
and rU/10 is an integral domain. 
Note that if 5.X is a Silov algebra, that is, a commutative semisimple Banach 
algebra with unit which is a normal algebra of functions on its structure space 
dix, and J is the minimal closed primary ideal in the maximal ideal A4, then ‘91 
has no closed non maximal prime ideals if %.X/J is finite dimensional or nilpotent. 
Note also that for these algebras all prime ideals are primary, that is, contained 
in a unique maximal ideal. Hence p maps the maximal ideal A& containing the 
prime ideal I, into a radical algebra. 
It is an immediate corollary of 3.2 that if the radical R of 23 satisfies fin>l F = 0 
and 81 satisfies the hypothesis of 3.2 then each homomorphism from ‘91 into 23 is 
continuous. It follows from the next result, which was pointed out to us by 
B. E. Johnson, that this condition can be sharpened to &>r Rn = 0. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let ‘2l be a Bunuch algebra satisfying ‘W = 21. Then final 2lm 
is dense in 91. 
The following approximation lemma is the key to the proof of 3.3. It is a 
variant of the Mittag-Leffler theorem of Bourbaki. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let {E, , p,}, n = 0, l,... be a sequence of complete metric spaces, 
and assume {fn} is a sequence of continuous functions mupping E, into E,-, . Let 
w E E,, and E > 0 be speci$ed. If elements x, E E,, can be chosen inductively 
shfuiv ~~64 fdd) < & fdfd4, fif2(x2N < c/4. 
maxh(f f 6 ) f f f (x 1) P 12 2,123 37 1 (f264,f2f3W1 < 48. 
then there exists yn E Enwl satisfying p,,(w, yl) ,( 2~ undy, = fn( yn+l), n = 1,2,... . 
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Proof. We assert that for each K > 1 the sequence {frc ...fk+m(~k+m)} is 
Cauchy in E,-, . For if n > m > 0 
Pdfk ~~~fk+m(%+m),fk .~.fic+n(%+n)) 
n-1 
G c P k-l(fk . fk+h+i), fk . . fk+~+l(%+~+lN 
j=m 
Let yk = lim,f, ...fk+m(~k+m). Th en by the continuity of fk , y1 = 
fdYzh-v Yr = Yk = fdY7c+d ... and Po(W, Yl) G Po(W, flW + Po(fd%), 
fl ... fn+1(%+1)) + Pd fl ... fn+1(%+1), Yl) G 42 + 42 + fowl ... fn+l(%+l)> 
yr) < 2~ for n large enough. 
We apply this lemma to prove 3.3 in the following way. Let E, = 2t and 
choose a E rU, E > 0. Assume a2 = 9l. Let El = nr=, 9X6, be the product of m 
copies of ?I, where m is chosen large enough that 11 a - CL, a& I\ < e/2. Fix 
, ,..., arrl and define fr(~r) - f,(b, ,..., b,) = CL, aibi . For each bi we approx- 
rmate b, by the sums?, aijbij = fzz(bil ,..., bi, ). Setf2(x2) = (f2r(b,, ,..., br,) ,..., 
f31n(Ll ,.-, b,,J) and E2 = nTl FIz, 24 T where the constants m, are chosen 
large enough that 11 fr(xr) - fif2(x2)ll < c/4. The elements aij are now fixed in ‘%. 
Continuing inductively we define complete metric spaces EC and continuous 
functions fi satisfying the hypotheses of 3.4. If yk. = lim,,, fh ... fk+m(~k+nJ 
then the fact that yr = fi(y2), y2 = f2(y3),... is just the assertion that yr E 
&, 2l%. Since (1 a - yr 11 < 2~, &>r au” is dense in ‘% and we are done. 
COROLLARY 3.5. If 21 satisjies the conditions of 3.2 and v is a homomorphism 
of 21 into 23 where 23 is a commutative Bunach algebra for which the radical R 
satisjies n+, Rn = {0}, then v is continuous. 
Proof. If v is discontinuous, 6 = G(Y) g R. Therefore on>, 6” = 0 and 
by 3.3 it is impossible that @ = 6 unless 6 = (0). 
For inseparable algebras ‘% to obtain the conclusions of 3.5 we must strengthen 
the assumptions on the maximal ideals to those in the remarks following 2.8. 
For 21 = C(Q), Q compact Hausdorff, a somewhat different proof of 3.5 
is available. To show that every homomorphism v of 21 into 93 is continuous, 
it suffices by [3, Theorem 4.51 to show that every homomorphism i; of a maximal 
ideal M of ‘IL into R = Rad b is trivial. By the observation of Allan [2, p. 4651, -- 
each element c(u) must satisfy R;(a) m+! r) R(fi(a)m for some integer m. However, 
if &>r Rn = 0, this implies 3(a) is nilpotent [l, Corollary 11. By [16, Lemma 4.11 
G(u) = 0. 
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Next we investigate the continuity of mappings of class 3 under the assump- 
tion that Cu is commutative. If the module homomorphism p is bounded, then 
for each S E 3 the corresponding continuity ideal 1 is closed. We treat the case 
that the module has finite dimension first. If 2I is separable and co(AP) < co 
for each maximal ideal M, then each operator of class 3 is bounded. For separable 
algebras the following is a generalization of Theorem 5.1 of [5]. It is an immediate 
corollary of Theorem 2.8. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let CLI be a separable, commutative Banach algebra with unit, 
and let ‘93 be a jkite dimensional left Cu module. If for each maximal ideal M of 
‘VI, co(M2) < 00, then ‘9.N is a Banach module and each operator of class 3 is 
bounded. 
For infinite dimensional modules Theorem 2.8 yields the following. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let ‘?I be a separable, commutative Banach algebra with unit 
and assume that ‘9X is a left Banach %-module. Every operator of class 3 is bounded 
if for each maximal ideal M of PI, co(M*) < CO and there are no closed non maximal 
prime ideals in 91. 
Proof. For each discontinuous SE 3, the corresponding continuity ideal 
1 is closed. If I is prime, then by assumption I is maximal. This contradicts 2.8. 
If the separability condition on ‘21 is dropped, the conclusion of 4.2 is still 
valid if the assumptions on the maximal ideals are strengthened as in the remark 
following 2.8. For derivations Theorem 4.2 was deduced by Jewel1 in [lo] from 
an early version of 2.7. 
For Banach algebras satisfying the condition of 4.2 we may obtain the bounded- 
ness of higher derivations and operators satisfying a generalized Leibnitz 
identity as a corollary to 4.2. Jewel1 also obtains boundedness of higher 
derivations in [lo] under assumptions on the module 9X rather than the 
algebra 2I. 
DEFINITION. Let 81 be a commutative Banach algebra, ‘9X a two sided 
Banach Cu module which is a Banach algebra. If 5’ is a linear operator from % 
to ‘93, then we say S satisfies a Leibnitz rule of order n if there exist operators Sj , 
S$ ,j = I,..., n - 1 from % to !3JI such that 
n-1 
SW = as(b) + 1 S,(a) S&b) + S(a)b, 
j=1 
a, b E ‘3, 
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where each operator Sj , Sj sa IS t’ fi es a Leibnitz rule of order j. A sequence of 
operators S, ,..., S, such that for each k = I,..., n 
k-l 
Sk(ab) = aSk(b) + c &@) Sk-j(b) + Sk(a)b, 
j=l 
is called a higher derivation of rank n. 
If 2I satisfies the condition of Theorem 4.2 it follows immediately by induction 
that for each n, operators satisfying a Leibnitz identity of order n must be 
bounded. (Those of order one are bounded by 4.2; therefore those of order 2 are 
of class 3 and hence bounded.) If the dimension of the module is finite, then the 
same conclusion holds under the hypothesis of 4.1. 
As a corollary of this last observation we may obtain the boundedness of a 
homomorphism into B(X), X a separable Banach space if there exists a Schauder 
basis for X such that for each a the corresponding matrix for v(a) is triangular. 
Elementary facts concerning bases for Banach spaces may be found in [15]. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let ‘21 be a separable commutative Banach algebra with 
identity such that for each maximal ideal M, co(M2) < 00. Let X be a separable 
Banach space, and let v be a homomorphism from ‘$I into B(X). If there exists an 
ordered Schauder basis {ei} for X such that for each a E ‘91, v(a) may be represented 
as an upper triangular matrix, then v is bounded. 
Proof. If the basis {ei} is chosen in X, then the matrix (Q) for an operator A 
in B(X) is given by the equation Aej = Cr=, cYijei . 
If ~(a) ej = CT=, v&a) ei we assume vii(a) = 0 if i > j. To prove the bounded- 
ness of V, it is enough by the closed graph theorem to prove the boundedness of 
the functionals pij(a). The formal rules of matrix multiplication hold, so the 
diagonal entries vii(a) are scalar homomorphisms which are necessarily bounded. 
For i < j, vij(ab) = ~~,_=, vik(a) uki(b) which is a Leibnitz rule of orderj - i - 1. 
The module 9R is the complex field and the actions are given by vii(a) and vjj(b). 
Therefore by the remarks above, the functionals ~,~(a) are bounded. A similar 
result holds if the matrix representation for v(a) is lower triangular. 
For algebras satisfying the conditions of 4.2 analogous results may be stated 
for a homomorphism v such that v(a) has a triangular matrix representation 
where the diagonal and super diagonal entries are operators. Since the super 
diagonal entries satisfy a Leibnitz rule, the homomorphism v will be bounded 
if the diagonal entries are bounded. We omit the details. 
Out next result is a generalization of Theorem 4.5 of [4] to algebras with no 
closed non maximal prime ideals. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let ‘u be a commutative separable Banach algebra with unit 
containing no closed non maximal prime ideals. If ‘9JI is a left Banach ‘S-module 
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such that the module action p(x) has no one-dimensional invariant subspaces, 
then each operator S of class 3 is bounded. 
Proof. It is easily seen that there are no one-dimensional invariant subspaces 
in ‘5X if and only if for each maximal ideal M, M1 = {m E !N: p(x)m = 0, 
x E M} = (0). But if there exists a discontinuous operator S E 3, then 2.7 and 
the assumption on ‘?+!I imply that there exists a discontinuous S, E 3 for which 
the continuity ideal I, is maximal. The separating 6, for S, must satisfy 
6, & 1,,l. Therefore 6, == (0) which is a contradiction. 
Next we assume that the module ‘9X = ‘9I and the module action is multi- 
plication in ‘?I. If the radical of 91 has finite dimension, then we have an analog 
of 3.1. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let 21 be a commutative separable Banach algebra with identity 
having a non zero$nite dimensional radical R. Each operator S: % -+ 2I of class 3 
is bounded if and only if co(M2) < co for each maximal ideal M. 
Proof. Assume that co(M2) < co for each maximal ideal M. If there exists an 
unbounded operator of class 3, choose S,, E 3 satisfying 2.7. If 6, is the associated 
separating subspace, and @a is the structure space for 2l, let F = {rp E @a: 
v(m) # 0, for some m E Go}. We assert F contains at most one homomorphism v. 
For if q+ , y2 E F, y1 f y2 , choose a E ?I such that w(a) = 0 and v2(a) # 0. 
Then 6,s aG,- # 0 contradicting 2.7(ii). Therefore co(6, n R) in 6, is at 
most one, and in particular dim 6, < CO. This contradicts 2.8(ii). 
For the converse if co(M2) = a for some maximal ideal M, pick a dis- 
continuous linear functional 6 on ‘$I satisfying 6(l) = S(M2) = 0. Let q E @qr 
be the homomorphism associated with M. Since M acting in R by multi- 
plication is a finite dimensional commutative algebra of linear transformations, 
there exists a nonzero r G R for which ay = v(a)r = 0, a EM [4, Lemma 4.37. 
Set S(a) = S(a)r. Then for a, b E 21 
S(ab) = l+(a) s(b) + (a) db)lr = aS(b) + S(a)b. 
Therefore S E 3 and S is discontinuous. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Every derivation in a commutative, separable Banach algebra 
with identity and with nonzero jinite dimensional radical is bounded if and only if 
co(M2) < 00 for each maximal ideal M. 
For inseparable algebras the operators in 5.X of class 3 will be bounded if 
the assumptions on maxima1 ideals are strengthened in the same way as for 
homomorphisms. If the finite dimensionality assumption on the radical is 
dropped, the assumption that co(M2) < CO for each maximal ideal M is probably 
not sufficient, even assuming separability, to guarantee the boundedness of the 
operators in 9I of class 3. We have no examples to illustrate this, however. 
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Lastly, we specialize to the case that % is commutative, semisimple and has 
an identity, and the module m is a subspace of C(@,). We assume m is a Banach 
‘%-module with respect to the natural function product on @at. For derivations 
the following theorem is due to Johnson [ll]. The result applies also to deriva- 
tions of type (1, p) considered by Banaschewski in [6]. 
THEOREM 4.7. Under the above hypotheses on $11 and 9X, each operator from 
9l to 1)31 of class 3 is bounded. 
Proof. The argument is similar to that of 4.5. If there exists an unbounded 
operator SE 3, pick S, E 3 whose nonzero separating subspace 6, satisfies 
condition (ii) of 2.7. The same argument as in 4.5 shows that F = (9’ E @: 
p(m) # 0, for some m E Go} consists of at most one point v,, . Therefore, if 
6, # (0}, 6, is one dimensional, and since each m E 6, is continuous on 
@x , v,, is isolated in Qa, . Therefore if m E 6, , m = herno where e, is the charac- 
teristic function for {~)a}. By the Silov idempotent theorem l= em, E 91. If 
x, -+ 0 and S(x,) --f e, then ex, = &xa)e + 0. Consequently, 0 = lim,,, 
S(ex,) = lim,,, eS(x,) + lim,,, L(e, x,) = e2 which is a contradiction. 
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